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June 30,1987

Docket No. 50-336
A06120

Re: TM1 Action item II.D.1
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Attn: Document Control Desk
Washington, D.C. 20555

Gentlemen:
Millstone Nuclear Power Station, Unit No. 2

Relief Valve and Safety Valve Testing

In a letter dated S :ptember 30, 1986,(1) the NRC Staff requested that Northeast
Nuclear Energy Company (NNECO) provide additional information regarding
NUREG 0737, item II.D.1, the testing of pressurizer power operated relief valve
and safety valves at Millstone Unit No. 2. By letter dated June 15, 1987,(
NNECO committed to responding by July 2,1987 to all but three questbns in
Reference (1).

In accordance with the above schedule, NNECO hereby provides the attached
additional information. Responses for Questions 9,10, and 12 are not yet
available since supporting information must be obtained from a contractor in
order for NNECO to fully address these questions. As such, NNECO will provide
the responses to Questions 9,10, and 12 on or before August 31,1987.

Please contact us if you have any questions.

Very truly yours,

NORTHEAST NUCLEAR ENERGY COMPANY

APf4 2
Senior 'p6c'zka fE. 3. M ,

Vice President |

Attachment

cc: W. T. Russell, Region 1 Administrator
D. H. Jaffe, NRC Project Manager, Millstone Unit No. 2
T. Rebelowski, Senior Resident Inspector, Millstone Unit Nos. I and 2

(1) D. H. Jaffe letter to 3. F. Opeka, " Request for Additional Information on
Relief Valve and Safety Valve Testing," dated September 30,1986.

(2) E. 3. Mroczka letter to U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, " Millstone O

Nuclear Power Station, Unit No. 2, Timeliness of Submittals," dated t 1

June 15,1987.
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MILLSTONE UNIT NO. 2
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ON SV/RV TESTING

o Question 1:

The plant block valve has a pressure sealed bonnet (the PS in
B9-45PS-13MS) while the test valve had a vertical stem, bolted bonnet (the
4B in B10-3054B-13MS). Discuss the dif ferences in the valves due to these
different designs and discuss what impact these differences may have on
valve operability. I

NNECO Response:

1

A review of valve construction indicates that the sealed bonnet and the i
bolted bonnet only affects the manner in which the valve body-to-bonnet ;

seal is maintained. In both cases, valve operability or ease of operation is |
dependent upon packing gland design and the adjustment or tightness of the

| packing. The packing gland for the pressure-sealed bonnet valves and the
bolted bonnet valves are similar in design and construction. In this case,
the body-to-bonnet seal does not affect valve operability, and operation of I

the two valves should be similar. i

l

o Question 2:

h response to the question on the block valve / operator combination at
Millstone 2, NNECO stated that, based on calculations performed by Velan j

_

and Limitorque, it was concluded that the block valve / operator _ arrange- !
ment was adequate to ensure proper operation. It is the staff position that !

it is not adequate to base such conclusions solely on manufacturer's
calculations. The problems encountered with Westinghouse gate valves on-

,

closing, which were traced to the calculations used to size the valve )
operator torque requirements, indicate the need to experimentally verify ]the adequacy of the block valve / operator combination. NNECO should
provide test data to demonstrate the SMB-000-5 operator at Millstone-2 is
capable of providing adequate torque to close the block valve, or alter-
nately to set the torque switch at a setting that will produce a closing

| torque equal to the lowest level that successfully closed the test valve (a
torque of 82 f t-lbs successfully closed the 3 in. 'Velan Model
B10-3054B-13MS test valve).

NNECO Response:

NNECO is performing motor-operated valve testing in accordance with our
4

response to IE Bulletin 85-03 (3. F. Opeka letter to Dr. T. E. Murley, "MOV
Common Mode Failures," dated June 11, 1986). NNECO is considering
performing similar tests on the block valve MOVs as part of this program.
Our letter dated June 11, 1986, stated that the IE Bulletin 85-03 testing
program for Millstone Unit No. 2 would be conducted during the January
1988 refueling outage. NNECO will apprise the staff of our_ intention with
regard to the testing of these valves when the answers for Questions 9,10,
and 12 are provided by August 31,1987.

i

L___ __________ _ _ ____ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _
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o Question 3:

Provide the maximum expected backpressure and bending moment for the
Millstone-2 PORVs. q

NNECO Response: a{

The maximum backpressure at the PORVs of 493 psia is expected when the j
SVs lift shortly af ter a discharge from the PORVs. The PORY backpressure j
expected when only the PORVs have discharged is 369 psia.

.

A maximum expected end moment for the PORVs of 1936 ft-lbf is
expected from the upset condition with deedweight, thermal, OBE, seismic
anchor movement, and fluid transient loadings considered concurrently and ;
combined by absolute summation. |

|
'o Question 4:

Dresser, Ind., in March 1976, recommended to Metropolitan Edison Co.,
that the PORV block valve be closed at pressures below 1000 psig to
prevent steam wirecutting of the PORV seat and disk. In a subsequent-

3letter to GPU Nuclear (January 1984) it was recommended that heavier
]

springs be used in the main and pilot valves to help keep the valves t_ight at '

low pressures. Testing by Dresser later showed the 1000 psig pressure limit
to be overly conservative and that the PORV as designed was qualified to
system pressure of 100 psig. Below 100 psig the deadweight of the lever on
the pilot valve was sufficient to keep the pilot valve open. Dresser
recommendt, that heavier springs be used under the main and pilot disks to
ensure closure if the plant is to operate at pressures below 100 psig.
Without the heavier springs recommended by Dresser, the PORV should not
be used at system pressures below 100 psig. From the information received
so far it is not clear that NNECO has installed the heavier springs in the
PORVs at Millstone-2. If the heavier springs have been installed, state
when the heavier springs were or will be installed consistent with the
Dresser recommendations since the minimum pressure is below 100 psig.

NNECO Response:

Plant records indicate that main and pilot valve' springs for the PORVs
have not been replaced with the heavier springs. This was confirmed by
Dresser. During every refueling outage the PORVs are removed from the
system and sent to Wyle Labs for inspection, testing, and repair, in
conjunction with the valve manufacturer. To date, valve operation, even
at low system pressure, has been satisfactory. The valves have performed
as intended during the operating and testing, and the replacement of the -
valve springs has not been required. Although the heavier springs are nowl
listed as the standard replacement part, the existing springs have not been
replaced because the testing and operation of each valve indicates that
spring replacement is not necessary.

.
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o - Question 5:
1

The Dresser PORV_ tested by EPRI experienced a problem with delayed )
closure in loop seal tests. The closure delays ranged from 2 seconds with a'
hot (3210F) loop seal to 70 sec with a 1000F loop seal. The 3210F loop seal
test is representative of the Millstone-2 configuration with 3250F loop !

seals. Have the Millstone-2 loop seal temperatures been verified by field )
measurements? If not, the staff position is that such measurements be
made to verify the assumed temperature is correct. CEN-213 stated that,
because the delay in closing during the hot loop seal test was only 2 sec,
the operability of the Millstone-2 PORY is acceptable. The staff position .,

is 'that further information is needed in order to accept the Dresser i
PORV/ loop seal' configuration to Millstone-2 as operable. This is because |
no reason has been given to explain why the valve stuck open. Also, as i

1seen from the cold loop seal tests, the potential exists for the valve to
delay closing for a significantly longer period of time. Provide information
to show the Dresser PORV at Millstone-2 will operate as designed. Also
show the problems which led to the delayed closures with the' Dresser j

IPORV in the EPRI tests have been resolved.

NNECO Response:

This is not a pertinent question for Millstone Unit No. 2 as the loop seals
were removed during the 1983 refueling outage,

o Question 6

Testing with the Dresser PORV only included inlet conditions where the
loop seal temperature was less than the system fluid (e.g..,3210F loop seal
followed by 6500F steam). When operating in a low-temperature o_verpres-
sure protection mode, the PORV could experience a thermal transient |

| where the loop seal temperature was greater than the system fluid (e.g., !
' 3250F loop seal followed by 1000F water). Provide data. to demonstrate

whether the Dresser PORV will operate as designed with these inlet
conditions. Provide information to show the. Dresser PORV delayed closure -
problems observed in the high pressure loop seal tests will not occur when
the valve undergoes this type ofthermal transient. ]
NNECO Response: j

As previously stated, the loop seals were removed.
"

o Question 7:

Your response to our request for information dated January 11, 1985
stated the design basis at Millstone-2 does not take credit for operation of-
the PORVs and, therefore, the PORV control circuitry will not be qualified
under 10 CFR 50.49. It was also stated that the PORY control circuitry at

7Millstone-2 was designed to withstand a pressure of 69 psig,10 rad,
temperature of 2000F, and 90% relative humidity. This..information, by
itself, is not sufficient to demonstrate qualification of the control circuitry ,

at Millstone-2 under N UREG-0737. In order- to demonstrate the |

Millstone-2 control circuitry is qualified, the information provided must be

- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __J
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compared to the environment the control circuits will be exposed to. To
allow a complete review of the qualification of the control circuitry for
the PORY under NUREG-0737, provide the following:

A. Provide a list of all PORV control circuitry needed to mitigate
NUREG-0737 transients such as the following:

!
1. Switchgear j
2. Motor control centers
3. Valve operators and solenoid valves
4. Motors
5. Logic equipment
6. Cable
7. Connectors !

8. Sensors (pressure, pressure differential, temperature, flow and !
level, neutron, and other radiation) I

9. Limit switches
10. Heaters I

( 11. Fans !
| 12. Control boards |

13. Instrument racks and panels !
14. Electric penetrations !

15. Splices
16. Terminal blocks

B. For each item of equipment identified in 1, provide the following: j

i

1. Type (functional designation) |
2. Manufacturer
3. Manufacturer's type number and model number
4. Plant ID/ tag number and location

C. For each item of equipment listed in above, provide the environ-
mental envelope, as a function of time, that includes all extreme
parameters, both maximum and minimum values, expected to occur
during NUREG-0737 transients, including post accident conditions.

D. For each item of equipment identified above, state the actual
qualification envelope simulated during testing (defining the duration.
of the environment and the margin in excess of the design require-
mer;ts). If any method other than type testing was . used for '

qualification, identify the method and define the equivalent "quallfl-
cation envelope" so derived.

E. Provide a summary of test results that demonstrates the adequacy of
the qualification program. If any analysis is used for qualification,
justification of all analysis assumptions must be provided.

F. Identify the qualification documents that contain detailed supporting
information, including test data, for items D and E.

!

_ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ - _ _ _ _ - _ _ - _ = _ _ - - _ _ - - - . - _ _ - - - - - - -
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NNECO Response:

As docketed previously, (3. F. Opeka letter to E. 3. Butcher, " Request for
Additional Information - NUREG-0737, Item II.D.i," dated June 11, 1985),
the design basis for Millstone Unit No. 2 does not take credit for the
operation of the PORVs. Therefore, these valves are not required to be
qualified for design basis transients and accidents and thus are not
enveloped by the requirements of 10CFR50.49. As described below, a loss
of electrical power to the PORVs will not cause the valves to open.
However, the isolation (block) valves which provide isolation for the PORVs
and the acoustic monitoring system which provides PORV position
indication are qualified to 10CFR50.49.

In the Millstone Unit No. 2 Safety Evaluation Report (SER), dated
March 20, 1985, the NRC confirmed the adequacy of the Equipment
Environmental Qualification (EEQ) program based on 10 CFR 50.49. The
PORVs were not listed on the Millstone Unit No. 2 EEQ Master List at the
time of the staff's SER issuance. Currently at Millstone Unit No. 2 the
PORVs are used only for overpressurization protection during normal plant
operation. During operation, the PORVs are de-energized in the closed
position. The PORY isolation (block) valves are in the open position. The
PORV isolation (block) valves are credited ' with the isolation of the
pressurizer / pressure relief lines during and following design basis
accidents. They are part of the Millstone Unit No. 2 EEQ Master List and
are qualified to the 10CFR50.49.

In the event of an abnormal transient which causes a sustained increase in
pressurizer pressure, at a rate exceeding the control capacity of the spray,
a high-pressure trip level will be reached. This signal trips the reactor and
opens the two power-operated relief valves via two independent channels,

.

one channel per PORV. The two acoustic valve monitors which are I

qualified to 10CFR50.49 and are installed on the PORV discharge piping
and will alarm if either of the two valves are open. After the pressure
has decreased, the PORVs reseat. In case the PORVs fail to reseat, the

1

pressurizer line can be isolated by closing the PORV isolation (block) valves
from the control room. The MOV limit switches will indicate in the control
room the closure of the isolation valves.

To protect against a low-temperature overpressurization condition
occurring during plant cooldown and warm-up, the . two position

)
handswitch is placed in the position allowing the PORVs to be energized
and opened if a low-temperature overpressure condition exisits.

A review of the electric control circuitries for the PORVs shows that: '

:
-- During normal plant operation the subject circuitries are de- '

energized. As a result, there is no electrical fault which can cause I

the spurious opening of the PORVs.

-- In case the PORVs do not rescat after completing their pressure
relief function, the pressurizer pressure relief lines will be isolated i

by the PORV isolation (block) valves which are manually actuated
frorn the control room.

|

_ - _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ - _ - - _ _ - _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ - - _ - - - - - - -
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o Question 8:

The load combinations used to qualify the safety valve Class 1 and Class 2
piping and supports did not consider an emergency condition. Justify not
using an emergency condition or analyze the piping and supports using this
type of load. Also, the upset condition for the Class 1- piping did not
include a deadweight component in the equation. Provide your reasoning
for not including this effect in the upset load combination or reanalyze the
upset condition including the effect of deadweight. Finally, several stress

,

limits were rnissing from Appendix 111 in your answer to our request for. I

information Provide this information.

NNECO Response:

An emergency condition was not included in the qualification of the safety
and' relief valve piping. All appropriate thermal and fluid transients were
included in the upset condition in conjunction with' an operating basis
earthquake (OBE). Inclusion of all transients in the upset condition is

,

conservative since the acceptance criteria is more restrictive than that of
the ernergency condition, and since the emergency condition would not-

3

include seismic inertia effects. In addition to thermal and fluid transients J

and an OBE, deadweight and operating pressure loadings were included in
the upset condition. A detailed description of the ASME Class I stress
criteria is attached as Appendix "A." This description provides the loading

j combination details and stress limits that form the design basis for the
i SRV/PORY Class 1 Piping Analyses. I

J

o Question 9:

Provide more information on the verification of STEHAM and WATAIR by
Stone & Webster. Provide comparisons of the results for STEHAM and
WATAIR calculations and EPRI/CE data to verify these codes are appro-
priate tools to evaluate piping discharge transients.

!
NNECO Response: j

i

(To be provided.)

o Question 10: |

Insufficient detail was received on the key parameters used in the STEHAM
and WATAIR thermal-hydraulic analyses. Provide node diagrams of the !
thermal hydraulic models. Provide information on the node spacing,. time l
step size, valve flow area and opening time, and choked flow locations used
in the analyses. Discuss the . rationale for their selection. Since the
Dresser 31739A valve passed in excess of 118% of rated flow, justify use of
the ASME rated flow in the thermal-hydraulic analyses or provide the
results of thermal-hydraulic and structural analyses which account for the
larger flows seen in the tests. Compare the rated and test measured flow
rates for the Millstone-2 PORVs. If the test flows exceed the rated flow,

;

provide the same information for the PORVs that was requested above the '

safety valves.

i

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ - - - _ - _ - - - - - _ - - - - - - - - _ - - _ _ - - - - - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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NNECO Response:

(To be provided.)

o Question 1.1:

Justification for use of a cutoff frequency of 50 Hz is required. The
submittal stated that a cutoff frequency of 50 Hz was used in the piping j
analysis. The cutoff frequency of 50 Hz appears to be too low for piping j

analysis based on EC&G Idaho, Inc. experience. Most piping analyses use a '

cutoff frequency of 100 Hz.
.

I
In a valve discharge, the fluid forces on the piping have frequencies as high

'

as 100-120 Hz. The ' safety valve inlet pressure oscillations have frequen-'
cies as high as 180-260 Hz. The solution time step is dependent upon the
expected frequency range of the solution, which is .a- function of the i

frequency of the driving force, and the frequency response of the struc-
tural system. A minimum number of time steps are required to accurately l

calculate the dynamic respanse of the structural system. Since at least 8 i

time steps are required to define a single cycle, the minimum time step I

when the driving force or expected structural response has a frequency of
120 Hz should be about 0.001 s. Large time steps can only be used if the
expected frequency range of the solution is lower, or less accurate results
are acceptable.

NNECO Response:
,

l
'

A cutoff frequency of 50 Hz was used in the seismic portion of the pipe
stress analysis. For seismic response spectrum analysis, Regulatory
Guide 1.60 documents the design response spectra by the maximum ground
acceleration at frequencies greater than 33 Hz. Consequently, the |

resulting floor response spectra converges to that of the particular building -
location rigid range response above 33 Hz and a cutoff frequency of 50 Hz
is conservative. For all fluid transient force time history analyses, a
cutoff frequency of 300 Hz and an integration time step of 0.00133 seconds
was utilized.

.

o Question 12:

The piping loads for the Millstone-2 SRV discharge piping were analyzed
assuming 100 percent steam quality. Operation of the pressurizer spray
system during.an overpressure transient would add moisture to the steam ,

volume at the top of the pressurizer. This moisture could add to the piping
loads during a safety valve discharge. It would also affect the expected
valve inlet conditions at the piant. Provide a discussion on whether this
effect was considered in determining valve inlet conditions and in the |
analysis done to select the transient producing the maximum loads on the
safety valve discharge piping.

NNECO Response:

(To be provided.)

4

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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o Question 13: i

The letter from Millstone-2 on June 11, 1985 stated the structural analysis-
of the safety valve discharge piping and supports had been completed. This
analysis showed the support and the piping stresses to be less than their
allowables. Information on the safety valve and PORV inlet piping and
PORV discharge piping was not included. To complete our review, for both
piping and supports, provide a table comparing the calculated and allowable
stress for the most highly loaded locations. This information should be {
provided for the inlet.and discharge piping for the safety valves and the . .i
.PORVs. |

NNECO Response:
1

i

The structural analysis of the SV and PORV inlet and discharge piping has
been completed. All of the piping and supports were qualified in
accordance with the ASME Section III Code for Piping and the AISC Code
for Supports. A comparison of calculated pipe stresses versus code

_

allowable stresses is presented in Appendix B.- Pipe support member
stresses varied significantly depending on the support location and config-
uration, but in all cases were below code allowables.

o Question 14:

Pressurizer nozzle loads during safety valve and PORV discharge were not.
,

discussed. Compare the calculated and allowable loads for the pressurizer !
nozzles. I

NNECO Response:

The calculated pressurizer nozzle loads resulting from SV/PORV discharge,
seismic inertia and displacement effects, thermal expansion, and
deadweight were compared against those previously. calculated and
qualified. In all cases, the calculated loads were lower than those

previously qualified. This reduction in nozzle loadings resulted from piping
and pipe support modifications implemented during the removal of the SV
and PORV loop seals. A comparison of these nozzle loadings is presented
in Attachment C.

|
'

Questiony: 'o

The Combustion Engineering (CE) inlet conditions report listed the FSAR
transients and accidents for each plant which result in a peak pressure
greater than the safety valve setpoint. 'For some plants this list included-
the feedwater line break (FWLB), but for other plants the FWLB was~ not
included. Millstone 2 was a plant that did not include the FWLB in its list
of transients and accidents that challenge the safety valves. From the CE
report is was not clear whether the FWLB was missing because the
accident did not challenge the safety valves or because Millstone 2 was

| licensed prior to the issuance of Regulatory Guide 1.70, Rev. 2 and,
| therefore, the FWLB was not analyzed as part of Millstone 2's design basis. )

Discuss why the FWLB was not listed for Millstone Unit 2. If the FWLB

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ - _ - _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _
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was not listed for the second reason discussed above, it is the staff position
that the Millstone 2 submittal is incomplete. Item II.D.1 in NUREG-0737
specifically requires that PORVs and safety valves be qualified for fluid ;

conditions resulting from transients and accidents referenced in Regulatory
Guide 1.70, Rev. 2. The FWLB is specifically defined in Regulatory
Guide 1.70, Rev. 2. Additionally, from the staff review of other plant- i

specific responses to Item II.D.1, it is clear that for many plants the FWLB j
accident is' the limiting case for providing high-pressure liquid to the safety, j

valves, a fluid for which they were not specifically . designed originally. j
This is exactly the type of concern that NUREG-0737, II.D.1, was
established to address. In accordance with the requirements of the
NUREG, we require that information be provided to demonstrate that the
PORVs and safety valves will function as required to assist in safe )
shutdown of the plant and will not experience any degradation that would j
inhibit safe plant shutdown if exposed to the FWLB. j

NNECO Response:

The FWLB was not included as part of the submitted FSAR accidents and
;

analysis because the FWLB is not part of the design basis for Millstone Unit '

No.2. Furthermore, Millstone Unit No. 2 was licensed prior to the
issuance of Regulatory Guide 1.70, Rev. 2. In terms of challenges to the
PORVs and safety valves, a FWLB upstream of the feedline check valve is
bounded by the loss of feedwater event with respect to the pressurizer -

!pressure and level transient. The plant response to an FWLB downstream j
of the feedline check valve is bounded by the steam-line break and there is
no challenge to the PORVs and safety valves. Thus, while FWLBs are not
considered to be part of the Millstone Unit No. 2 design basis, the limiting 'jconditions for the PORVs and safety valves supplied in response to
Item II.D.1 of NUREG 0737 bounds the FWLB.

1
Y

J

|

l

I

!
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APPENDIX A
1

f
1

i

ASMI III, NB 3600 CLASS 1 STRISS CRITERIA I

Stress Criteria
1

!
!
i,

1 \

The results of the static and dynamic analysis for the applicable loadings,

along with pressure and local thermal transient effects, are used to

calculate stresses and fatigue usage factors at various points along the i

piping system. These stresses and usage factors are evaluated against

limitations set by Subarticle NB 3600 of ASME Section III.

Analysis of piping and components falling under ASME Section III Code

Class 1 is conducted as follows under the rules of Section NB-3600:

Design Conditions

Pressure Design Check

. .

The nominal minimum required pipe wall thickness (ta) is computed from

|
| PD *1

l' * 2(S Y) (0.875) (1)*

* P
|

* 12.5% manufacturer's tolerance
1. Equation numbers refer to equations in Subarticle NB 3650 of ASME Sec-

j tion III Code. '

|
'

. _ _ _ _ _



.

I
'

where

P = internal design pressure psi
|

D, = outside diameter of pipe - in |

S, = maximum allowable stress at the design temperature psi j

Y = 0.4

I
.

-

Nomal and Upset Conditions I

Primarv Stress Intensity

|

| The Primary Stress Intensity is computed from and limited by the following: ji

|

PD D
B +B J M. < 1.5 S2 2t 2 'I 1- m |

-

where

!

B ,B2 = Stress indices from Table NB-3683.2-12

P = design pressure, Ib/in.2

t, = vall thickness, in. (nominal)
,

D, = outside diameter of pipe or component, in.

I = section moment of inertia, in.4

Mg = resultant moment loading, in.-lb due to



1-

|-

.

I

a) weight' !

j

|

b) seismic, considering one-half the range of the earthquake, I

but not including the effects of anchor displacements-
;

c) other sustained design mechanical loads
<

!

S, = allowable stress intensity at design temperature, psi

I-

Primary Plus Secondary Stress Intensity Range

1

If the primary stress intensity is satisfied, the primary plus secondary
stress range is evaluated.

1

1

i PD D Eal4T |
! }* +C El i+ 2(1-9) s

+C Eab " I ~ "b bT !I 3 5n 2 2t 2 m

where

C ,C ,C3 = stress indices from NB-3683.2.12 2

P, = range of operating pressure, Ib/in.2
i

Mg = range of moment loading, in.-lb, due to

.

a) thermal expansion

b) anchor movements

c) seismic effects

d) other mechanical loads

,

i
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.

l.17 | absolute range of the linear portion of temperature differ-=
2

i

ence between the inside and outside surfaces of the pipe or
~

'

component, *F.

T,(T ) = Range of average temperature on side a(b) of gross structuralb
|or material discontinuity, 'F.
]

E,3 average modulus of elasticity of side a and b of gross=

discontinuity, Ib/in.2
4

I

|

m, , ab mean coefficient of expansion on side a or ' side b of a gross=

discontinuity, in./in./'F
l

1

I
-

Em a modulus of elasticity times mean coefficient of thermal j

| expansion, both at room temperature, psi /'F
)

s

S Poisson's Ratio, taken as 0.3=

i

All other terms as defined in Equation 9. I

!

Peak Stress Intensity Range
,

|

The Peak Stress Intensity is calculated for future use in the fatigue
evaluation as follows:

.i

I
- - _ _ _ =
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,

K .K ,K3 = ctress indices from Table NB-3682.2-1 '2 2

i
,

I r

jAT2 L= absolute range, of the 'conlinear porticu of temperature diff
.

,

ference through the wall thickness not included in |4T l of
i

'

Equation (10), 'F -

,
. . . ,

,'
|

| ! .i
%a

| TatiguAEvaluation
'

'

1 h,

b

Fatigue failure generally occurs when a maximum stress is concentrated at a k
discontinuity. Continued cycling of the load produces a crack which

i

eventually propagates through the material resulting in a leak. To prevent'
,m .3

,

this type of failure, ASME Section III requires satisfaction of the
s

3
following criteria: \'\

i

i j l
'

J,

Elastic Fatigue
" \!

.i'

; :,,
1y

- '
,

If the riarimum primary plus secnndary stress intensity ringe, Equation (10),
c

{is less than 3 S,, then the system is considered to be cycling el' asticeilly.

Specifically, this means that the linear stress will cycle within the range O

a1,

of tensile yield and compressive ' yield strength. Satiisfacrion of. this
~ \-j;

cv, N
criterion allows the , calculation of. stresses assuming -completely elastic. E y

]

behavior and ensures that incremental distortion, pla it cycling, or S

3.

2), ,

' g<,

i n __ ad
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. i

ratcheting_ will not occur. For this condition, the alternating stress

intensity, - S,, is calculated as Equation (14) based upon Equation (11) as

defined in 4.3.3.4.3.

-Simplified Elastic-Plastic Fatigue

When the calculated - value of. S exceeds 3 S,, the procedure for fatigue

analysis. must include the effects of plastic cycling. Since certain

stresses are now allowed to exceed the elastic limits, it is necessary to

provide limitations on the magnitude of expansion stresses. Limits are also

imposed on other primary and secondary loadings. This is accomplished by

requiring that the stress limits of the following equations be met:

a) Expansion Stress Intensity Check

D
= C S38e 2 i e (12)

:

where

Mg = range of moment loading due to thermal expansion and

thermal anchor movements, in.-lb.

S, = expansion stress intensity
1

.

- - - - - _ 1-

- - - _ _ _ _ _ - - - - - . - - - - - -
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-
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}
b) Primary Plus Secondary Membrane, Plus Bending Stress Intens-

ity Excluding Normal Expansion Stresses

.PD PM ,

C +C I+C E la T - a T 153 S U3)2 27 2 21 3 ab aa bb a
I.

where
{

1.

b,

C .= component stress index from Table NB 3683.2-1 '

3

and
.)

Mg = value used as in Equation 9

|

Usage Tactors 1

1
,

,.

|The fatigue criteria are satisfied by limiting the cumulative usage factors

j to 1.0. The usage factor is the' ratio of the number of system cycles

between two load conditions to the number of cycles allowable for the alter-

nating stress range between these conditions. The number of cycles allow -
~

.

. 1able is taken from a design curve provided by the ASME Section III Code i

for carbon, low alloy, high tensile steels, and stainless steels. The

L alternating stress is calculated from:
|

.'. .

-;.

S, = 1/2 K,Sp (34) j

.

.

;
;

-

a
!

|>

.1
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where \

i

S, = Alternating stress intensity

X, = Factor used to compensate for reduction in cycle

life in plastic cyc' ling

K, = 1.0 for S, < 3S, j
i

S S 0,$g 133 ," - Il for 1.0 s <M"= 1. 0 +
33

m,n = Material parameters

Materials a n

Low alloy steel 2.0 0.2

Martensite S.S. 2.0 0.2 I

Carbon steel 3.0 0.2

Austenitic S.S. 1.7 0.3 '

Ni - Cr - Iron 1.7 0.3

Sp = Peak stress intensity value

Calculated from Equation (11) and

S, = Primary plus secondary stress intensity value
i

calculated from Equation (10) |
;

1
;

1

Component Acceptability, '
i

~

|

Acceptability for the piping components is established by fulfilling ; the,

|
,

criteria given above. The stress range evaluation is carried out by one of
the following methods: i

o
I

e

I

I

1
- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ - - _ - - _ _ _ _ _ - _ - _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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d

a) Maximum Total Stress Range Evaluation
1

;

'!

In this evaluation, all load cases are searched and the maximum possible

stress range is identified and used in the equations. This maximum range

is assumed to occur for the total number of cycles for all stress ranges.

For acceptability, the total usage factor thus obtained may not exceed 1.0;
or

b) Individual Stress Range Check

If the maximum total stress range check is not satisfied, acceptability is I

established evaluating stress ranges between individual conditions, pair by
1 -

pair for 'all system operating conditions. The fatigue usage factor is ,

calculated on a cumulative basis, pair by pair. The sum of all individual,

pair usage factors (of the cumulative usage . factor) may not exceed 1.0.

'

I

I,

1

:

|

|

.

|

|

.
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APPENDIX C

PRESSURIZER NOZZLE LOADINGS

FX FY FZ MX MY MZ
PORV Previous 2407 2616 2130 67547 40372 67068 1

| Nozzle New 1076 1772 1151 19596 17268 26100
|

SRV RC200 Previous 2053 1102 857 40393 39517 93467
Nozzle New 602 1092 469 13008 7440 15084

SRV RC201 Previous 1339 1291 1345 48970 20579 42772
| Nozzle New 649 2373 1552 35676 35676 10344 I

!
| (Forces in Ibs, Moments in IN-lbs)

RBR/beb
05/26/87

| 17.22
|
|

|

|

|

1

|

1

-- A
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APPENDIX B

MAXIMIM STRESS LEVEIS & ALIIINABLES FOR CIASS 1
INLET PIPING -

Maximun
Calculated Allowable

Node Member Utress or Stress or
.

Equation No. Type Usage Fact Usage Fact
1

Primary Stress 199 Reducer 12260 psi 24810 psi
Nonnal & Upset
Equation 9

Primary Stress 199 Reducer 19502 psi 49620 psi
Faulted
Equation 9 )
Primary & Secondary 195 Valve 57786* psi 49620 psi
Stress Range
Equation 10

i

Thermal Expansion 195 Valve 32143 psi 4962G psi
.Range
IQuation 12 I

Primary & Secondary 195 Valve 37662 psi- 49620 psi
Membrane & Bending
Stress
Equation 13

IMaximum Cumulative 810 Elb w .4 1.0 1Usage Factor

MAXIMUM STRESS LEVELS & ALLOWABLES FOR CLASS 3 f
DISCHARGE PIPING )

Max. Calc. Allowable
Point Member Stress Stress '

No. Type- '(PSI) (PSI)

Sustained Stress 75 Run 8386 15950
(Equation 8) ,

1

Occasional Stress 665 Elbow 14421 19140 l(Equation 9) '

Expansion Stress 5 Run 38763** 27488
(Equation 10)

Sustained Plus 5 Run 43328 43506,

Expansion Stress
(Equation 11)

* Equation 10 allowable as exceeded but Equations 12 and 13 allowables are met

** Must meet Dquation 11 allowables
:

RBR:beb
05/19/87
17.12

|*
. ;


